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Abstrad 173 species and varieties 01 diatoms， planktonic， benthic and attach巴d，ai"巴
identified， and 153 of which are described and illustrated. fromKahoku~gata ， a brackish 
lakεin the vicinity of Kanazawa City， Central J ap乳n。
Lake Kahokl1~gata lies along the coast oI the Sea of ]apan and is separated from thε 
sea by a well-dεveioped sand dune. The larg巴rpart of the lake with an area of 23 km' 
was rεcentlyτεc!aimεd， leaving a flood control area of about 3 km 2 • But it is stiU the 
largest brackish~water lake in the Hokuriku District. The !ake basin is v己ryflat cmd 
shallow， being about 2 meters deεp nearly al over the ar巴日l. The lake is conn巴ctec1vvith 
the Sea of ]apan through thεOhno~gawa ， a canal about 5 km long， which f!ows out from 
th巴southwest正ornerof thεlake. As the inf.lows， there are sixγi-vεrs， the T.lsano-gavv-a) the 
Morimoto-gawa， thε Tsub品目-gawa，th巴 Kanal王usare~gawa ， the N ose-g呂wa and the 
Unoke~gawa. Another canal 1.5 km in Iεngth and 110 m in width was buiJt across the sanc1 
dun日onthe wεst side of the lake for the purpose of controling th日flood.The lock-gate at 
the end of this canal was clos日din usual condition 
The limnobiological studies of this lake have hitherto been mac1e by MASHlKO (194ヲ)，
MASHIKO & INOUE (1952) and KANETSUNA (1973)， but thεir studies were aJ.l made 01 the 
plankton before tl1巴 recl丘mationof this 1乱!と日. 0[1 28 April and 12， 19 1、1ay，1972 thε pres己I1t
authors mac1e collections of plankton，ョttachedorganisms anc1 !τl1.ld in this lake anc1 
attached organisms of the rivers flowing into the lake. The present r白portdeals with the 
taxonomical study on the diatoms found in thesεcollections回 Thestations of this study are 
shown in Fig.I. Th巴chlorinityof surfac邑 waterof the lak巴 is30~667 mg/l. This value is 
apparently lower as compared with those t εported before the reclamation 
The nurnber of the species of diatorn observed is 46 in th己 plankton，117 in the 
att旦chεdorganisms of the shore， 69 in samples of th号 mud. The number of the speci色S
coll巴ctec1is 22 in the Asano~gawa River， 35 in the Kanaku8are~gawa River， 32 in the 
Morin口oto-gawaRiver二65in the Tsubata-gawa River， 29 in th巴 NosεgawaRiver and 45 
in the Unok邑 gawaRiver. 
The author8 here wish to exprεss th日rhearty thanks to Prof. Dr. K， MASH!KO of t1ε 
N oto lV!arinεLaboratory， Kanazawa University， for his kinc1 advice. 
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Fig. 1. Map of Lake Kahoku-gata， showing the location of collecting samples. 
Coscinodiscaceae 
1. Melosira varians AGARDH (Pl. 1， Fig. 1) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 85， f. 41; HUBER-PESTALOZZI， 1942， Binneng巴w.，2: 2， p.377， f.447. 
Valves 19-23μlong and 17-20μin diameter. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and plankton). 
2. Melosira granulata (EHR.) RALFS (Pl. 1， Figs. 2 a-b) 
HUSTEDT，1930， Sussw.-Fl.，1O: p. 87， f.44; HUBER-PESTALOZZI， 1942， Binneng巴w.，2: 2， p.380， f.
451-452 
Valves 8-15μlong， 8-14μin diameter. Striae 10-13 in 10μ， puncta 7-9 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， plankton and mud). 
3. Melosira graηulata (EHR.) RALFS var. angustissima MULL. (Pl. 1， Fig. 3) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 88， f.45; HUBER-PESTALOZZI， 1942， Binnengew.， 2: 2， p.381， f.
452-453 
Valves 15-18μlong， 5-6μin diameter. Striae 11 in 10μ， puncta 9-15 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， plankton and mud). 
4. Melosira nyassensis MULL. (Pl. 1， Fig. 5) 
On the Diatoms from Lake Kahoku-gata and Its Inflows 
HUBEl<-PESTALOZZI， 19，12， Binnengew.， 2 : 2， p.385， f.463 
Valves 13μ10江g，15μin diameter. Striae 8 in 10.u and puncta 9 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake 1くahoku-gata(shore). 
5. Melosim argus MlrLL刷 (Pl.1， Fig. 6) 
HUBER-PEST/¥LOZZI， 1942， Binnengew.， 2: 2， ]J.387， f.467 
Valves 14μ12μin diametel二 Striae9 in 10μand puncta 5 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
6. Melosiraαrnr>Wl.l(l (GRUN.) MULL. (Pl. I， Fig， 4) 
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HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -F1.， Hl: p. 89， f.49; HwヨER-PESTALOZZl， 1942. Binn日ng引 V.，2: 2， p.388， f.
468 
Valves 3μ5μin diametel二 Striae16-21 in 10 /1， puncta 21 in 10μa 
Hab. Lake Kahoku←gata (shorεand mud). 
7. Melosim iωlica (EHR，) Kun 1， 7) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Si.ssw. -F!.， 10: p. 91， f.50; HUBER-PESTALOZZl， 1942， Binn巴ngew.，2: 2， p.389， f 
470. 
Valves 6-7μlong，9-10μin diameter. Striae 15 in 10μ， puncta 19 in 10μ 
Hab四 LakeKahoku-gata (plankton and mud)， Tsubata-gawa Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
8. Melosira italica (EHR.) KUTZ， var. tenuissima (GRUN.) Muu.. (Pl. 1， Fig. 8) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -F1.， 10 : p.91; HUBER-PESTALOZZ!， 1942， Binneng日W.，2 : 2， p.390， f.471. 
Valves 7-11μlong，4-5μin cliameter. Striae 16 in 10 /1， puncta 17-20 in 10μ， 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， and mud)， Asano-gawa Riv 
9， CLEVE et GrruN. (Pl. 1， Fig. 9) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Si.s，^ヘF!.， HJ : p.100， f.65巳
Valves 6-8μ1日c1iameterand striae 11 in 10μa 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore)， Morimoto-g創刊 Riv.，Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
10，幻aKUTZ， 1， Fig. 
HUSTEDT， 1930， SÜ~おw. -Fl.， 10 : p.100， f. 67 
Valves 16-20μin diameter ancl striae 7 in 10 μ 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata piankton and mud). 
11. striata (KuTZ.) GRUN， (Pl. 1， Fig. 11) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 101， f.71 
Valves 14-15μin diameter and striae 10-11 in 10μE 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud) 
12図 Cyclotetla ηzerataBACHMANN (PI. 1， Fig， 12) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 ; p.105， f. 81 
Valves 6-6.5μin diameter and striae 11 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， plankton and mud)， Morimoto-gawa Riも¥
13. CosciηodisCl必 lacustrisGRUN， 1， Fig. 13) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， SUssw. -Fl.， 10: p. 113， I.90. 
VaIves 28μin diameter， striae 12 in 10μand puncta 12 in 10μ. 
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Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， plankton arid mud). 
Fragilariaceae 
14. Diatoma hiemale (LYNGBYE) HEIB. var. mesodon (EHR.) GRUN. (Pl. 1， Fig. 14) 
PATRICIく&REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1 : p. 108， p1.2， f.8. 
Valves 12-13μlong，6μbroad and costae 4-6 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
15. Diatoma vulgare BORY var. grande (W. SMITH) GRUN. (Pl. 1， Fig. 15) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 10， p1.2， f.13-14. 
Valves 28-29μlong，4μbroad and costae 7 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and planktoh). 
16. Meridion circulare AGARDH var. constrictum (RALFS) V. HEURCK (Pl. 1， Fig. 16) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 14， pl.2， f.16. 
Valves 26μlong， 6μbroad. Striae 16 in 10 μand costae 3 in 10 μ. 
Hab. Morimoto-gawa Riv. 
17. 0ρゅhoramartyi HERIB. var. martyi PATR. & REIM. (Pl. 1， Fig. 17) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 15， p1.3， f.3. 
Valves 10μlong， 4.5μbroad， and striae 7 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud). 
18. Ceratoneis arc附 (EHR.)CLEVE var. recta (CLEVE) KRASSKE (到.1， Fig. 18) 
KOBAYASI， 1964， Bul1. Chichibu Museum Nat. Hist.， 12: p. 6， f.2 a-i. 
Valves 29μlong， 7μbroad and striae 14 in 10μ. 
Hab. Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
19. Fragilaria capucina DESMAZIERES var. mesolepta RABH. (Pl. 1， Fig. 19) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p.119， p1.3， f.6; HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -F1.， 10: p. 138， f.
128 
Valves 38μlong， 3μbroad and striae 18 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (plankton). 
20. Fragilaria vaucheriae (KUTZ.) PETERS. var. vaucheri，αe PATR. & REIM. (Pl. 1， Figs. 20 
a-e) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1 :p.120， p1.3， f.14-15; WATANABE， 1971， Ann. Rep.Noto Mar. 
Lab.， 1: p.10， p1.3， f.3 a-c. 
Valves 9-30μlong，3-5μbroad and striae 12-16 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud)， Asano-gawa Riv.， Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， 
Tsubata-gawa Riv.， Nose-gawa Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
21. Fragilm匂 construens(EHR.) GRUN. var. construens PATR. & REIM. (Pl. 1， Fig. 21) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 125， p1.4， f.4 
Valves 11μlong，7μbroad and striae 18 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (mud). 
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22 constγuens GRUN. var. wnter (EHR.) GRUN. 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 126， pL 4， t 8-9 
Vaドぽs10μ3.5μbroad and striae 13 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake 
I， Fig. 
23. construeηS (EHR.) GRUN. vaτ 釘1 SM!TH) SCHlILZ (Pl. n， Fig. 
HlISTEDT， 19::0， SUSSW. -FL.， 10: p. 141， f. 140 
Valves 15μ 
p!ankton and 
24. PIITR & RElM， (Pl. 
PP，TRICK & REIMER， 1966， Di丘t.U白 S.，1 ; p. 127， pl.4， f. 10. 
Valves 5μ4μbroad and striae 6 in 10μ. 
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Hab. Lake (plankton and Tsubata-gawa 
R.iv 
2:3. A.sterionella HASSALL va仁
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U， S.， 1:p. 160， p1.9， f. ，[ 
Valves 58μlong 3.nd 3μbroad. 
Hab. Lake 
GRlIN. (Pl. I， Fig， 
26. 命sciculata(AGARDB) I{UTZ. var. truncata PATR. Figs. 26 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1 : p. 142， pl.5， f. 16. 
Valves 16-30μ ラ 4-5μandstriae 14-1:3 in 10 ，U. 
Hab. Lake (shore and mud)， Riv. 
27. 品。nedrarumtens KUTZ肉 VaI¥五nniliaris H UST. (P1. Fig. 27) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966.， Diat. U. S.， 1 : p. 14;)， p1.5， f.20 
Valves 30-32μions33.5μbroad and striae 16 in 10 μ. 
Hab. LaIzεKahoku-gata 
28. rurntcns KUTZ. var. GRUN. 28 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1;p. 14， pl.6， f.1. 
Valves 32-4，9μlonふ 4-5μbroadand striae 11-12 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Riv晒
29.ρulchella RALFS ex KiiTZ. var.βulchella P ATR. & R.ElVl. 
PATRICK & REHvfER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1. ; p.146， pl.6， f. 10， 12.
VaJves 83-109μ6..7μbroad am: striaε14 in 10μ 
Hab. Lake 
30 ulnαEHR. var. ulna PATR. & REIM. 30) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， : p. 148， pl.7， f.1-2 
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Eunotiaceae 
31. Eunotia ηS OESTR. vaL びηSPATR， & RElM. Fig，31} 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966ヲDiat.U. S.， 1 : p. 21， pl.13， f.9 
Valves 31μ4μbroad and striae 20 in 10μ. 
Hab. Tsubata-R:awa Riv. 
Achnanthaceae 
32. Cocco幻ezs EHR. var. eugか (EHR，)CLEVE (PL 32 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 241， pl.15， f.8 
Valves 18-22μ!ong， 10μbroad. Striae 21 in 10μ011 the raphe valvεand 18-21 in 10μ 
01 the valve. 
Hab， Lake Morimoto-gawa Riv. 
3. Achnanthes linearis (W. GRUN. varご liηearisPATR. & REIM. Fig圃 33)
PATRICK & REIMERヲ1966，Diat. U. S.， 1 : p. 251， pl.16， f.3-4 
Valves 15μ3μbroad and striaε25 in 10μ011 theγalve. 
Hab. Lake Riγ. 
34. Achnanthes GRUN. var. PATR. & REIM. Fig， 34) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1 : p. 254， pl.16， 1.11-12 
Valves 14μlong， 4μbroad and striae 22 in 10μon i:he valve， 
The present specimen coincides with the description PATRICK & REIMER (1966)， 
that the number of the striae is less than that in their 仁川 (striae 27-30 in 
10 μin PATRICK & AU，.""L")。
Hab. Tsubata-I!awa Riv. 
35. Achnaηthes leωzszana PATR. var. leωzszana P A TR.& REIM， II， Figo 
PATRlCK & REIMERヲ1966，Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 266， p1.17， f.19-20. 
Valves 11μ4.5μbroad and striae 15 in 10μon the valve. 
Hab. Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
36. Achnαnthes clevei G艮UN.var. clevei P ATR. & REIM， (pl. 35) 
P A TRICK & REIMER号 1966，Diat. U. S.， 1 : p. 267， pl.17， f.21-22. 
Valves 15μ5μbroad and striae 18 in 10μon the raphe valve. 
Hab. Lake (shore)， Riv. 
37. Achnanthes hauckiana GRUN. var. rostra加 SCHULZ Fig. 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 269， p1.17， f.33-34 
Valves 21μlong， 8μand striae 11 in 10μon the 
Hab. Lake and 
38. Achnanthes lanceolata (BR長払)GRUN. var. lanceolata PATR， & REIM. 
valve. 
? ? ?? ?? ?
38 
P ATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1 : p. 269， p1.18， f.1-10 
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Valves 1625μlong，5-7μbroacl ancl striae 11-13 in 10μon both valves. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (plankton and mud)， Asano-gawa Riv.， Kanakusare-gawa 
Riv.， lVIorimoto-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv.， Nose-gawa Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
39. Achnantlzes lanceolata (BREB.) GRUN. var. dubia GRUN. (Pl. II， Figs. 39 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966. Diat. U. S.， 1: p. 271， pl.18， f.11-15. 
Valves 20μlong， 7μbroad and stri ae 13 in 10μon both valves. 
Hab. Kanakusare-gawa Riv・， lVIorimoto-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
40園 Achnanthes terflρerei lVI. PERAG. var.うの匂iPATR. & RElM. (PL II， Fig. 40) 
PAHUCK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1: p. 278， pl.19， f.12-13. 
Valves 46μlong and 11μbroad. Striae 10 in 10μon the raphe valve and puncta 
9-11 in 10 μon the raphe valve. 
日ab.Lake Kahoku-gata (plankton). 
41. Achnanthes breviPes AGRADl-I var. intennedia (KUTZ.) CLEVE (Pl. II， 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 210. f. 310 
Valves 20μlong， 11μbroad and striae 9 in 10μon the raphe valve. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and plankton). 
42. Achnanthes crenulata GRUN. (Pl. II， Figs. 42 a-b) 
WATANABE， 1971， Ann. Rep. Noto Mar. Lab.， 11: p. 12， pl.4， f.17 a-c. 
Valves 40μlong and 13μbroad. Striae 8 in 10μon the pseudoraphe valve and 8-9 
in 10μ011 the raphe valve. 
Hab. lVIorimoto-gawa Riv. 
N aviculaceae 
43. Mastogloia smithii THWAITES ex W. SMITH var. lacustris GRUN. (Pl. II， Figs. 43 a-d) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1: p. 300， pl.20， f.12-13 
Valves 21-32μlong and 10-11μbroad. Striae 17 in 10μ， puncta 21 in 10μand loculi 
6-7 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
4. Frustulia De T. var. vulg，ビlrisPATR. & REIM. (PI. IV， Fig. 44) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S. 1: p. 309， p1.2， f.3 
Valves 41-58μlong， 10-11μbroad. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and plankton)， Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， Morimoto-gawa 
Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
45. Gyrosigma s戸encerii(QUEK.) GRIFF. & HENFR. var. spencerii PATR. & REIM. (PL IV， 
Fig四 45)
P ATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1 : p. .315. p1. 23， f. 4 
Valves 100μlong and 12μbroad. Longitudinal striae 21 in 10μancl transverse 
striae 20 in 10 μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud)， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
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46. Gyros忽manodiferum (GRUN.) REIM. var. nod~たrurY! PATR. & REIM. (Pl. IV， Fig. 46) 
PATRltK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1: p. 320， pl.24， f.2. 
Valves 74-79μlong， 12μbroad. Longitudinal striae 21 in 10μand transverse striae 
20-21 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud). 
47. Gyrosigmaωormleyi (SULLIV.) BOYER var. wormleyi PATR. & REIM. (Pl. IV， Fig. 47) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1: p. 327， pl.26， f.3. 
Valves 80-101μlong， 14-19μbroad. Longitudinal striae 25-26 in 10μand transverse 
striae 20 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， plankton and mud). 
48. Neidium iridis (EHR.) CLEVE var. amρhigomρhus (EHR.) V. HEURCK (到.IV， Fig. 48) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， 5ussw. -Fl.， 10 : p.245， f.382. 
Valves 45μlong， 16μbroad， striae 19 in 10μand puncta 16 in 10μ. 
Hab. Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
49. Neidium affine (EHR.) PFITZ. var.αnψhirhynchus (EHR.) CLEVE (Pl. IV， Fig. 49) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1: p. 391， pl.35， f.3. 
Valves 44μlong and 11μbroad. Striae 25 in 10μand puncta 16-21 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud) ， Kanakusare-gawa Riv. 
50. Neidium hercynicum MAYER f. subrostratum WALLACE (Pl. IV， Fig. 50) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1: p. 399， pl.36， f.11-12. 
Valves 25μlong， 7μbroad. Striae 27 in 10μand puncta about 21 in 10μ. 
Hab. Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
51. L砂loneisρ.seudovalisHUST. var.ρ，seudovalis PATR. & REIM. (Pl. V， Fig. 51) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1: p. 412， pl.38， f.5. 
Valves 24μlong， 16μbroad and costae 8 in 10μ・
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud). 
52. Diploneゐoblongella(N AEG. ex KむTZ.)Ross var. oblongella PATR. & REIM. (Pl. V， 
Fig. 52) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1: p. 413， pl.38， f.8 
Valves 28μlong， 18μbroad and costae 10 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
53. DiPloneis eUかtica(KuTZ.) CLEVE var. elliptica PATR. & REIM. (Pl. V， Figs. 53 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1: p. 414， pl.38， f.10. 
Valves 13-16μlong， 8-11μbroad and costae 9-13 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， plankton and mud)， Morimoto-gawa Riv. 
54. DiPloneis ostracodarum (PANT.) ]UR. var. ostracodarum PATR. & REIM時 (Pl.V， Fig. 54) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1: p. 415， pl.38， f.11. 
Valves 35μlong，20μbroad and costae 8 in 10μ. 
Hab. Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
55. Stauroneisρhoenicenteron (NITz.) EHR. f. gracilis (EHR.) HUST. (Pl. V， Fig. 55) 
On the Diatoms from Lake Kahoku-gata and Its Inflows 
PATR!CK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. Uo So， 1:po 359， pL 29， L 3-40 
Valves 70 ，U long， 14μbroad and striae 17 in 10μ. 
Habo Tsubata-gavva Riv叶 Nose-gawa Rivo 
560 Navicula auriculata HUSTo vaL auriculata PATR & RElivL (PL Figs. 56 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat U. S.， 1:p. 441， pl.39ラf.1. 
Valves 13μlon忌 5μbroadand striae 17 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake 1三ahoku-gata(shore). 
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57. Navzocula circumtexta lVIEIST. ex HUSTo vaL circurntexta PATRo & REIM. ? (Pl. V， Fig. 
57) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:po IH2， pL 39， f.3 
Valves 26-36μ!ong， 8μbroad and striae 16 in 10μ. 
PATRICI三&REIMER (1966) state that the striae are convergent at the ends of the valve， 
but in the present specimen the striae are radiate at the ends. The other characters 
agree with the original descriptiono There may be some question in identifying the 
present specimen with N. circumtexta var. circurntexta in the arrangement of the striae. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (mud). 
58. Navicula GRUN. ex A. S. var. scutijormisPATR. & REIM. (PI. V， Fig. 58) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 450， pl.41， f. 20 
Valves 48μlong， 20μbroad. Striae 19 in 10μand puncta 15-19 in 10 ，U固
Hab. Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
59. Navicula CLEVE V， Fig. 59) 
HUSTEDT， 1961-1966， Krypt. FL， 7: 3， p.688， f 16860 
Valves 39μlong and 19μbroad. Striae 9 in 10μand puncta 10 in 10μ. 
Habo Lake Kohoku-gata (shore). 
60. Navicula mutica KUTZ. vaL rnutica PATRo & REIM固 (PI. Figs. 60 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. So， 1:po 454， pL 42， f 2.
VaJves 21-34μlong， 8-10μbroad ancl striae 17 in 10μ 
Hab. LakεKahoku-gata plankton and mllcll， Tsubata-gawa Riv.， Unoke-gawa 
Riv. 
61. Naviculaηeoventricosa H UST. Figs図 61a-m) 
HUSTEDT， 1961-1966， Kγypt. Fl.， 7 : 3， po612， f.1612 
Valves 9-21μlong， 5-8μbroad. Striae 15-19 in 10μat the center of the valve to 
19-24 at the ends 
The specimens in which the outline ofγalve is slightly llndulated (Figs. 61 a-c) 
resemble N mutica var. undulata (in PATRlCK & REIMER， 1966)， but are distinguished from 
this variety by the weakness of undulation. As shown in Figs. 61 d-m， the shape of 
apices is variable， but we can observe a that the shape of apices continuously 
changeso On the other hand， inspecimens in Figs. 61 a-m the nurnb官 ofstriae in 10μIS 
a1 the sameo From these facts， al the specirnens may bεregarded to belong to one 
taxol1o The smaller form shown in Figs. 61 k-m is not usually found with the larg巴r
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form at same station固
Hah Lake Kahoku-gata and piankton)， Riv" Tsubata-gawa 
Riv 
62， Navi，正ula GRUN， vaL PATR， &良EIM.(Pl. VI， 62 
PATRICK & RElJlJlER， 1966， DiaL U， S.， 1:p. 471， pl.45， f.3. 
Valves 15-27μ5-7μbroad and striae 11-19 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake and Riv. 
63. Navicula inホ (v，;r RALFS var. PATK & REIM. (PL 63 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 473， pl.45， f. 6. 
Valves 28-37μlong， 8-9μbroad園 Striae13-15 in 10μat the center of the valve to 
21-23 in 10μat the ends図
Hab. Lake 
64. Navicula PATR， & REIM. VI， Figs. 64 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 495， pL 47， t 7.
Valves 20-27μiong， 7-8μbroad and striae 19-20 in 10μ。
Hab. Lake Riv.， 
Riv.， Riv 
65. Navicula KOBAYASI (pl. Fig. 
KOBAYASI， 1968， ]ap. Jour. Bot.， 20(1)・p.108， pl.4， f.58-59 
Valves 22μlong， 9μand striae about 23 in 10μ. 
Riv。
The present specimen is smaller and has less number of the striae than that of 
KOBA YASl'S original description. 
Hab固 Tsubata-gawaRiv. 
6. Navicula salinarum GRUN. var. salinarum PATR. & REIM. 
PATRICK & RElMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 502， pl.48， I.1. 
Valves 27μ8.5μbroad and striae 17 in 10μ 
Hab. Lake and 巴
v日PFIgs 
67. 1必vicula P ATR. & REIM. (Pl. 
PATRICK & REIr'ilER， 1966， Dio.t. U. S.， 1:p. 503， pl.48， f.3 
Valγes 22-36μ6-9μbroad and striae 15-17 in 10μ固
Hab. Lake Riv.， 
Riv.， Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
68. Mαvicula crvtJtocef;hala KむTZ.var. veneta RABH. 
70 
67， '71
Po.trick & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1:p. 504， pl.48， f.5; FUKUSHlMA，KO-BAYASHl & M!GlTA， 1969， 
Jom. Yokohamo. City Univ.， 60(180): p. 13， pl.7， f. a-c; HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. Fl.， 10: p. 295， L 497 a; 
WATANABE， 1971， Ann. Rεp. Noto Mar. Lab.， 11・p.13 
Valves 20-28μ6-8μbroad and striae 13-15 in 10μ。
Hab. Lake (shore， plankton and Riv・， Kanakusare-
gawa Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
69. Navicula viridula KUTZ. em V. HEURCK var. avenacea ex V. 
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HEURCK ('Pl. VII， Figs. 68 a-d) 
PATRICK & REIMEI七1966，Diat. U. S.， 1 : p. 507， pl.48， f. 10; V. HEURCKヲ1896，Treat Diat.， p. 180， p!
3. f. 117 
Valves 29-50μlong， 9-11μbroad. Str匂 e'10-11 in 10μat the center of the valve to 
13-14 in 10μat the ends， 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， plankton and mud)， Asano-gawa Riv.， Kanakusare-
gawa Riv.， Morimotoga，九13.Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv・， Nose-gawa Riv. 
70. Navic、ulaviridula KUTZ. var. slesvicensis (GRUN.) CLEVE (Pl. VII， Figs. 69 a-b) 
WATANABE， 1971， Ann. Rep. Noto Mar. Lab.， 1: p.13， p!.5， I.26 a-g; V. HEURCK， 1896， Treat. Diat.， 
p. 180， pl.3， f. llK 
Valves 24-33μlong， 8-9μbroad and striae 9 in 10μat the center of the valve 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud)， Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv.， 
N ose-gawa Riv.， Unoke~gawa Riv。
71. Navicula lanaolaia (AGRADH) KUTZ. var固 lanceolataPATR. & REIM. (Pl. VII， Figs. 72 
a-b) 
P A TRICK & RElMER， 1966， Di呂t.U. S.， 1:p. 511， p!.48. f. 19-20. 
Valves 30-40μlong，8-10μbroad and striae 9-10 in 10μ 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud)，寸subata~gawa Rivリ Morimoto-gawaRiv. 
72. NavicuZ，αf/101fTfOo/1 GRUN. var. PATR. & REIM. (PL VII， }7igs. 73 a-c) 
P A TRICK & REIMER、1966，Diat. U. 5.， 1:p. 515， pl.49， f.6. 
Valves 22-31μlong， 6-7μbroad and striae 11 in 10μ 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， plankton and 
Riv. 
Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， Unoke-gawa 
73. Nav Fig. 74) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.叫， 1: p. 520， p糾1.49， f.20 ; HUSTEDT， 1930， Si泊us与可WパN 一FI.， 10 : p.303. 
Valves 2犯3μ long， 8 μ brτoad and striae 11-13 i出江 10 Iμfαl 
Our specimenぬss剖m口ilarto 1λ¥v. e4訟giか3η:1，eωnおiSZ.おsvar. (in PATRICK & REIMER， 1966) in 
having slight undulation 011 the margins of thεvalve， but differ in that undulation is very 
weak and central area is smal!. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata and 
74. Navicula cleme叫 isGRUN. var. CLEVE VIII， Figs固 75a-d) 
CLEV'E-EULER， 1953， Diat. Schw. Finn.， 4 (5) : p.148， f. 802 a-c. 
Valves 13-31μlong， 9-12μbroad and striae 9-12 in 10μ. 
Our specimens may be classified into two different types in number of isolated puncta 
in the central area， the type with two puncta (Figs. 75 c-d) and another type with four 
puncta (Figs. 75 a-b). The shape of vaIve and the striae number in 10μof both types 
are similar. Th日 specimenswith two isolated puncta agree with N clementis var. 
clementis (in PATRICK & REIMER， 1966)圃 Theydescribe that two isolated puncta are 
present on one side of the central nodule， but do not show the type with four iso!ated 
puncta. In the description of CLEVE-EuLER (1953)フム1.clementis var. usually has 
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two isolated puncta in the central area but sometimes has one or three to four isolated 
puncta. From these facts we identify both two types as N clementis var. genuina in 
CLEVE-EuLER (1953). 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
75. Navicula clementis GRUN. var. acuta CLEVE (Pl. VIII， Fig. 76) 
CLEVE-EuLER， 1953， Diat. 5chw. Finn.， 4 (5) : p・148，f. 802 h. 
Valves 13μlong， 7μbroad and striae 11 in 1Qμ. 
The specimen agree with N clementis var. acuta of CLEVE-EuLER， except that the valve 
size of our specimen is smaller. This variety is distinguished from N clementis var. 
genuina by its non-rostrat~'ιd apices. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
76. Navi切laexigua GREG. ex GRUN. var. exigua PATR. & REIM. (Pl. VIII， Fig. 77) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1:p. 522， pl.49， f.23. 
Valves 15μlong， 8.5μbroad and striae 13 in 10μ. 
Hab. Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
7. Navicula exigua GREG. ex GRUN. var. ca，ρitata PATR. (Pl. VIII， Figs. 78 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1:p. 522， pl.49， f.24. 
Valves 24-27μlong， 10μbroad and striae 14 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore)， Asano-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv.， N ose-gawa 
Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
78. Navicula laterostrata HUST. (Pl. VIII， Figs. 79 a-b) 
HUSTEDT， 1961， Krypt. Fl.， 7: 3， p.146， f.1279. 
Valves 22μlong， 7μbroad and striae 15 in 10μ. 
Hab. Kanakusare-gawa Riv. 
79. Naviωla elginensゐ(G阻 G.)RALFS var. neglecta (KRASSKE) PATR. (Pl. VIII， Fig. 80) 
PATRICK& REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1:p. 525， pl.50， f.5. 
Valves 22μlong， 8μbroad and striae 11-13 in 10μ・
Hab. Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
80. Navicula bicephala HUST. var. biceρ，hala PATR. & REIM. (Pl. VIII， Figs. 81 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1:p. 529， pl.50， f.15. 
Valves 18μlong， 4μbroad and striae 19 in 10μ. 
Hab. Unoke-gawa Riv. 
81. N出!iculaρeregrinα(EHR.)KUTZ. var.ρeregrina PATR. & REIM. (Pl. VIII， Fig. 82) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1:p. 533， pl.51， f.5. 
Valves 42μlong， 14μbroad and striae 5 in 10μat the center of the valve to 8 in 10 
μat the ends. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
82. Navicula c，αρitata EHR. var. caρitata PATR. & REIM. (Pl. VIII， Figs. 83 a-c) 
PATRICI王&REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， 1 : p. 536， pl.52， f.1-2. 
Valves 17-22μlong， 6μbroad and striae 7-9 in 10μ. 
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Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore)， Tsubata-gawa Riv.， N ose-gawa Riv.， Unoke-gawa 
Riv. 
83. Navicula caρitata EHR. var. hungarica (GRUN.) Ross (Pl. IX， Figs. 84 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1: p. 537， pl.52， f.3. 
Valves 19-32μlong， 5-7μbroad and striae 7-11 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore)， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
84. Navicula hungarica GRUN. var. linearis USTRUP. (Pl. IX， Figs. 85 a-b) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p.298， f.507. 
Valves 14-20μlong， 6μbroad and striae 9-10 in 10 μ・
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud)， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
85. Navicula citrus KRASSKE? (Pl. IX， Figs. 86 a-b) 
CLEVE-EuLER， 1953， Diat. Schw. Finn.， 4 (5): p. 137， f.79. 
Valves 17μlong， 6μbroad and striae 15 in 10μ. 
The present specimen somewhat resembles N. citrus， but differs in its broadly 
rostrated apices. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore)， Asano-gawa Riv.， Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa 
Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
86. Caloneis ventricosa (EHR.) MEIST. var. alpina (CLEVE) PATR. (Pl. IX， Fig. 87) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1: p. 583， pl.54， f.1. 
Valves 36μlong， 9μbroad and striae 19 in 10μ. 
Hab. Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
87. 白 loneisventricosa (EHR.) MEIST. var. minuta (GRUN.) PATR. (Pl. IX， Fig. 88) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1: p. 584， pl.54， f.2. 
Valves 31μlong， 7μbroad and striae 21 in 10μ. 
Hab. N ose-gawa Riv. 
8. Caloneis ventricosa (EHR.) MEIST. var. truncatula (GRUN.) (Pl. IX， Figs. 89 a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1: p. 585， pl.54， f.5. 
Valves 31μlong， 8μbroad and striae 20 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (plankton)， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
89. Caloneis bacillum (GRUN.)恥1ERESCHKOWSKY(Pl. IX， Figs. 90' a-b) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p.236， f.360. 
Valves 22-25μlong， 5μbroad and striae 17-24 in 10μ. 
uf our specimens， that i1ustrated in Fig. 90 b well agree with C. bacillum of HUSTEDT. 
The specimen illustrated in Fig. 90 a has much coarse striae (17 in 10μ)， but other 
characters well coincide with the species by HUSTEDT， so we also identify the specimen 
in Fig. 90 a as C. bacillum. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (mud)， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
90. Pinnularia aρμndiculata (AGARDH) CLEVE var.αρtpendiculata P A TR.& REIM. (Pl. IX， 
Fig. 91) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1: p. 593， pl.55， f.2. 
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Valves 31μlong， 6μbroad and striae 15 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata Unokεgmva Riv. 
91. Pinηul包riabraunzz CLEVE var. 
PATR!CK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1: p. 594， pL 55， L 4 
Valves 45μ9μbroad and striae 11-13 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata 
HUST. (PI. 
92. ;Diη幻ulariaIうはず/;iPATR. var. burlui PATR円 & REIM. 93 
PATRICK &: REll¥ilERす 1966，Diat. U. 5.， 1: p. 596， 5， L 7 
Valves 22μ10昭， 5μandstriae 16-l'7 in 10μa 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata and Riv・9
Riv。
93. Piηηularj必rnicrostatron CLEVE var. microstaμro幻 PATR. & REIM. 
94 a-c) 
PATRICK & RE!!V!ER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1: p. 597， pl.5，ι12 
Valves 46-59μlong， 9-10μbroad and striae 11 in 10μ。
Hab. Lake and Riv・7
94. p1:ηηularia bi乙田epsGREG. var.う'SP ATR. & REIM. (PL X， 
PATRICK & REI!V!ER， 1966， Diat. U. S.， 1;p. 599， pl.5， f.14-15 
Valves 51μ12μbroad and striae 13 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata and 
95. Pinnularia W. SMITH var. PATR. & REIM. 
a-b) 
PATRICK & REIMER， 1966仇DiatU. S.， 1: p. 600， pl.5， f. 17-18 
Valves 35μlong) 7μbroad and striae 13 in 10μa 
Hab. Riv. 
96. Piηηularia viridisト EHR.var. viridis PATR. & REIM. {P!. 
PATRlCK & REIMER， 1966， Diat. U. 5.， I: p. 639， pL 64， f.5. 
Valves '75μ1m沼， 17μbroad c:nd striae 9口10μ
Hab. Lake 
εae 
97. ovalis KUTZ. Fig. 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， W : p.342， f.628 ; V. HEURCK， 1896， Treo.t Diat.， p.127， pL 1， f. 15. 
Valves 25-32μ10ロg，6μbroad and striae 13 in 10μ固
Hab固 Lake Kanakusare-gawa Unoke-gawa Riv. 
98. うhoraveneta H UST図 (Pl. 99) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -FL， ]il ; p. 345， f.631 
1{ alves 18μ4.5μbroad and striae 19 in 10μ。
Riv. 
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Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (mud) ， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
9. Amρhoraρroteus GREG. (Pl. X， Fig. 100) 
CLEVE-EULER， 1953， Diat. Schw. Finn.， 4 (5) : p.92， f.673 a; PROWSE， 1962， Gar. Bull. Singapote， 19: 
p. 58， pl.17， f. u， pl.18， f. a. 
Valv'es 43μlong， 8μbroad and striae 10 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
100. Cymbellaρusilla GRUN. (Pl. X， Fig. 101) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p.354， f. 646; SCHMIDT， 1885， Atlas Diat.， pl.9， f. 36-37. 
Valves 20μlong， 4μbroad and striae 18 in 10μat the center of the dorsal side of 
the valve. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (mud) ， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
101. Cymbella naviculiformis AUERSWALD (Pl. X， Fig. 102) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p・356，f. 653. 
Valves 32μlong， 9-10μbroad. Striae 8-9 in 10μat the center of the dorsal side of 
the valve and 11 in 10μat the ventral side. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore)， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
102. Cymbella turgida (GREG.) CLEVE (Pl. X， Fig. 103) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 358， f.60. 
Valves 26μlong， 9μbroad and striae 9 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
103. C戸ηbellaventricosa KUTZ. (Pl. XI， Figs. 104 a-d) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 359， f.661; WATANABE， 1971， Ann. Rep. Noto Mar. Lab.， 11: p. 15， 
pl. 6， f. 37 a-h. 
Valves 17-31μlong， 5-8μbroad and striae 11-13 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore.， plankton and mud)， Asano-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa 
Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
104. CYlηbella gracilis (RABH.) CLEVE (Pl. XI， Figs. 105 a-b) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p.359， f. 663; SKVORTZOW， 1936， Philip. Jour. Sci.， 61(1) : p.48， pl.1， 
f. 5; SCHMIDT， 1885， At1as Diat.， pl. 10， f. 36， 37， 39， 40. 
Valves 29μlong， 5.5μbroad and striae 14-16 in 10μ・
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
105. Cynibella gracilis (RABH.) CLEVE var. Girodi (HERB.) CLEVE (Pl. XI， Fig. 106) 
CLEVE-EULER， 1955， Diat. Schw. Finn.， 5 (4): p. 129， f. 1184 f-g. 
Valves 31-34μlong， 6-7μbroad and striae 11-13 in 10μat the center of the dorsal 
side of the valve. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
106. Cylηbella sinuata GREG. (Pl. XI， Figs. 107 a-b) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 361， f. 668 a-b. 
Valves 14-21μlong， 4-5μbroad and striae 9-12 in 10μat the dorsal side of the 
valve. 
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Hab. Asano-gawa Riv.， Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
107. Cymbella tumida (BREB.) V. HEURCK (Pl. XI， Fig. 108) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 366， f. 67. 
Valves 50-53μlong， 16-17μbroad and striae 9 in 10μat the center of the dorsal side 
of the valve. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore)， Morimoto-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv.，. N ose-gawa 
Riv. 
108. Gomρhonema acuminatum EHR. var. Brebissonii (KUTZ.) CLEVE (Pl. XI， Fig. 109) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 370， f. 685. 
Valves 34-39μlong， 7μbroad. Striae 10 in 10μat the center of the valve to 13 in 10 
μat the ends. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
109. Gomρhonema acuminatum EHR. var. intermedium GRUN. (Pl. XI， Fig. 110) 
CLEVE-EuLER， 1955， Diat. Schw. Finn.， 5 (4): p. 175， f. 1263 b-c. 
Valves 47μlong， 8μbroad. Striae 9 in 10μat the center of the valve to 13-15 in 10 
μat the ends. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
110. Gomρhonema仰rvulum(KUTZ.) GRUN. (Pl. XI， Fig. 111) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p.3n f.713 a. 
Valves 19μlong， 6μbroad and striae 17 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). 
111. Gomρhonema仰仰ulum(KUTZ.) GRUN. var. subelliptica CLEVE (Pl. XI， Figs. 112 a-c) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p.373， f. 713 b. 
Valves 10-17μlong， 5-6μbroad and striae 15 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and plankton)， Morimoto-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa 
Riv.， N ose-gawa Riv. 
12. Gomρhonema angustatum (KUTZ.) RABH. (Pl. XI， Figs. 113 a-c) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 373， f. 690. 
Valves 24-33μlong， 5-6μbroad and striae 10-14 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore)， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
113. Gomρ'honema ang;悶 tatum(KUTZ.) RABH. var.ρroducta GRUN. (Pl. XII， Figs. 114 a-c) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p.373， f. 693. 
Valves 19-44μlong， 5-10μbroad and striae 9-12 in 10μat the center of the valve. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， plankton and mud)， Asano-gawa Riv.， Kanakusare-gawa 
Riv.， Morimoto-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
114. Gomρhonema gracile EHR. (Pl. XII， Figs. 115 a-b) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p.376， f. 702. 
Valves 31-40μlong， 8-10μbroad and striae 9-12 in 10μat the center of the valve. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud)， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
115. Gomphonema constrictum EHR. var. caρitata (EHR.) CLEVE (Pl. XII， Figs. 116 a-c) 
On the Diatoll1s from L乱keK日hoku-gat乳andIts InIlows 
HUSTEDT， 19:30， Sussw. -Pl司l(l:p. 377， f. 715 
Valves 22-46μlong， 8-12μbroad and striae 10-12 i日10μ.
H乳b.Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and plankton)目
116. Gomρho刀仰taq釘 WISLOUCHvar. Hastata WISLOUじH
Figs. 117 a-b) 
1月vATANf.lBE，1971， Ann. Rep. No十oMar. Lab.， 11 : p.18， pl.8， 1.49 a-f 
Valves 18-23μ6-8μbroad and striae 13-15 in 10μ. 
Hab. Asano-gawa Riv叶 Morimoto-gawaRiv. 
117. Gonψhonerna v邸 tumHUST. va仁 "f.i )n，，~i'UU SKV. (PI. XII， Figs. 118) 
SKVORTZOW， 1936， Philip. Journ. Sci.， Sl (1) : p.51， pL 13， f.3， 40. 
Vaives 33μ7μbroad and striae 15 in 10μ 
日ab.Tsubata-gawa 
118. Gorn戸honerna HUST. (PI. Figs. 119 
SKVORTZOW， 1936， Philip. Joum. Sci.， 61(1): p. 52， pl.13， f. 6-7. 
Valves 13-24μlong， 5-7μbroad and striae 13-]4 in 10μ-
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud). 
Epithemiaceae 
119. 1むフith仰削 sorexKUTZ. XII， Fig. 120) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Si.ssw. -FI.， 10: p. 388， f.736. 
Valves 76μ12μstriae 11 in 10 μand costae 4-5 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (plankton). 
120. MULL. (Pl. Figs. 121 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Si.sw. -1干し 1() : p.391句 f. 742 
Valves 28-38μlong， 7-8μbroad. Striae 17-18 in 10μand costae 3-4 in 10μ 
Hab. Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， 
Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
Riv・， Tsubata-gawa Riv・9
Nitzschiacεae 
121. Ht仰 tzschia (EHR.) GrwN. (Pl. Fig. 122) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 394， f. 747. 
Valves 61μlong， 7μbroad. striae 17-22 in 10 1" and kiεlpuロcta5 in 10 μ 
Hab. Tsubata-gawa Riv.， Unoke-g肝 NaRiv. 
122. Hantzschia amρhioxys (EHR.) GRUN. var. tusilla D!PPEL (Pl. Fig. 123) 
CLEVE-EULER， 1952， Diat. Schw. Finn.， 3 (3)ーp.48， f. 1419 1. 
VaJ.ves 28μlong， 6μbroad and striae 16 in 10μ. 
Hab. Tsubata-gawa Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
123. Haηtzschia distincfeρuncfata H US1¥(pl Fig. 124) 
113 
114 日ironoriKAMI.iO and Toshiharu VJ ATANABE 
SCHMlDT， 1921， Atlas Diat， pL 329， f.21-22 
Valves 56μ7μbroad， Striae 12 in 10μand 7-8 in 10 μ. 
Hab， Lake and mud). 
124. Hantzschia rnarina (DOUK.) GRUN. vaL obtusa HUST， XIII， 125 a-bl 
CLEVE-EuLER， 1952， Diat. Schw， Fi日n"3 (3) : p， 53， f. 1424 h， 
Valves 25-31μ4-4.5μbroad and costae 9-10 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake (mud). 
125， Bacillaria GMELlN (Pl. 125) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw， -FL， 10: p， 396ヲf.755 
Valves 70μ5μbroad. Striae 25 in 10 /1， 6-8 in 10μ。
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata and plankton)， Riv， 
126. Nitzschia ηela HANTZSCH vac levid♂nsis GRUN. xm， Fig. 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw， -FL， 10: p. 399， r 760 
Valves 37-47μ10 μbroad， Striaε10-12 in 10 μand 7-8 in 10 μa 
H8b. Lake and 。
127， λTitzschia ηella HANTZSCH var. debilis A rVIAYER (Pl. XIII， Figs， 128 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p， 400， f. 759 
Valves 14園5-20μ7μbroadand striae 13-14 in 10 μ 
Hab， Lake andτsubata-gawa Riv吋
Riv. 
128. Nitzschia GRUN. Fig. 129) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -FL， 10 : p.401， f. 765. 
Valves 40μ7μbroad and striae 17 in 10μe 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata 。
129， Nitzschia cornrnutata GRUj~ ， (PL :xm， 130) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Si.ssw， -FL， Hl: p， 405， 1.774 
Valves 108μ10日g，15μbroad， Striae 23 in 10μand 
Our IS some¥月rhat in its s!Ize of the valve. 
10 in 10 μ 
Hab. Lake and Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
130. Nitzschia subrostrata HUST. (Pl. XIII， Fig. 
HUBER-PESTALOZZI， 1942， Binnengew.， 2: 2， p.475， f.565 B. 
Valves 27μ3μbroad. Stri.ae 26-27 in 10μand kielpuncta 12 in 10μa 
Hab. Lake and Riv 
131. Nitzschia linearis WI. SIVllTH (Pl. 132) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw， -Fl.， 10 : p.409， 1.784 
Valves 95μ5μbroad， Striae 33 in 10 μand 11-14 in 10μ 
Hab. Riv， 
132. Nitzschia GRUN， (Pl. 133 a-c) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw， -FL， 10: p. 414， f.793 
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Valves 16-35μlong， 4 ，I!broac1. Striae 16-18 in 10μand kielpl1llcta 8-10 in 10μ 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore anc1 muc1). Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
133. Nuzschiaβ'ustu/um (KUTZ.) GRUN. var.戸erρusilla(RABH.) GRUN. (Pl. XIV， Figs. 134 
a-c) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -FI.， 10: p. 415 ;子-IuBER-PESTALOZZI，1942， Binnengew.， 2:2， p.474， f. 565 
Valves 4-15μlong， 2.5-3μbroad. Striae 21-25 in 10μand kielpuncta 11-12 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and plankton)， Kanakusare-gawa Riv叶 Unoke-gawa
Riv. 
134. Nitzschia}守'出tulum(KUTZ.) GRUN. var. subsalina HUST. (Pl. Figs. 135 a-c) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 415， f.796. 
Valves 8-10 μlong，2.5-3μbroad. Striae 26-27 in 10μand kielpuncta 13-14 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore). Asano-gawa Riv. 
135. 1¥Titzschia fonticola GRU]¥;. (Pl. Figs. 136 
IアIuSTEDT，1930， Sussw. -F1.， 10: p. 415， f. 800 
Valves 13-18μlong，3-4μbroad. Striae 25-30 in 10μand kielpuncta 12-13 in 10μ・
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata plankton and mu仁1)，Kanakusare-gawa Riv叶 Morimoto-
gawa Riv.， Tsub乳ta-gawaRiv.， N ose-gm九ra Unoke-gawa Riv 
136. Nitzschia palω(KUTZ.) W. SI¥UTH (Pl. XIV， Figs. 137 
CLEVE--EUI.ER. 1952， Diat. Schw. Finn.， :1 (3) : p.90 
Valves 27-48μlong， 4-'7μbroad. Striae 30-33 in 10 μand kielpuncta 9-13 in 10 μ 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shoγe， plankton and Asano-gawa Kanakusare-gawa 
Tsubata-gawa Riv.， Nose-gaw乱 Riv.，Unoke-gawa Riv 
137. Nitzschia Kutzingiana HILSE (Pl. Fig. 138) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -FL， Hl : p.416， f. 802 
Valves 25μlong，3μbroad 在日dkielpuncta 15 in 10 ，I!. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata 切
138. Nitzschia (KUTZ.)羽T.SMlTH (Pl. XIV， 139 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 420， f.813. 
Valves 88-230μ7μbτoad. Striae 28-33 in 10μancl kielpuncta 8-10 in 10 ，仏
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore， plankton and mud)， Tsubata-gawa Riv.， Unoke-gawa 
Riv. 
139. Nitzschia Clausii HANTZSCH (Pl. XIV， Figs. 140 a-b) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -F1.， 10 : p.421， f. 814. 
Valves 31-38μlong， 3-5μbroad and striae 9-13 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and plankton)， Kanakusare-gawa Riv.， Morimoto-gawa 
Riv.， Tsubata-g郡 '13Riv.， 1\co_r， "n，~ Riγ. 
140. 1¥Titzschiaρ'orvula LEWIS (Pl. Figs. 141 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10: p. 421， f. 816 
Valves 24-40μlong， 5 ，ubroad. Striae 34-35 in 10μand kielpuncta 6-9 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata and mud)， Morimoto-gawa Riv.， Nose-gawa Riv. 
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141. 1¥、TitzschiobtusαiN. SM!TH var¥ GRUN. (Pl. 142 a-c) 
H USTEDT， 1930， Sussvv. -FL， 10 : p.422， f.817 b 
Valves 50-97μlong， 5-9 fJ. broad. Striae 30-32 in 10μand kielpuncta 7-8 in 10μ 
Hab. Lake and 
Unoke-gawa Riv 
HUST， XV， Figs. 143 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw， -FL， 10 ; p.422， f.818 
Valves 29-86μlong， 4-5μbroad， Striae 30-34 in 10μand 8-10 in 10μ 
The number of striae in lOμis less than that of H USTEDγs original descrip 
tlOn. 
日ab.Lake Kahoku-gata and Tsubata-gawa Riv.， 
Riv. 
143. Nitzschia KRASSKE Fig. 144) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -Fl.， l{J : p. 422， f， 819 
Valves 43μlong， 4μbroacL Striae 35 in 10μaml 
Hab， Riv 
144. Nitzschiaρellucida GRUN. 
CLEVE-EULER， 1952， Diat. Schw. Finn.， 3 (3) : p.65， f.1448 2-b，εf. 
Valves 68μ12μbroad. Striae 29 in 10μand 
日ab.Lake Kahoku-gata (shore) 
145. Nitzschia CLEVE (pt 146 a-b) 
CLEVE-EuLER， 1952， Diat. Schw. Finn.， 3 (3) : p.67， L 1451 c-d. 
11-13 in 10μ。
12 in 10μ. 
Valves 11-17μ3-3.5μbroad. Striae 24 in 10μand 7-8 in 10μ. 
Ydab. Tsubata一定awaRiv. 
SurirεlIaceae 
1460 Surirella ME!STER Fig， 147) 
SKVORTZOW， 1936， Phi!ip. Journ. Sci.， 61 (1): p. 62， pi.6， 1.6 
Valves 66μ14μbroad and costae 5 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake (shore). 
14'7. Surirella biseriata BREB. XVI， 148) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw， -FL， 10 : p.432， f.831-832. 
Vo.lves 90μ27μbroad and costae 2-3 in 10μ 
Hab. Riv. 
. 148. Surirella KUTZ. 151 a-b) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -FL， 10 : p， 435， f.844-845. 
Valves 23-24μ8μbroad and costae 6-6.5 in 10 μ. 
Hab図 Lake and 
Unoke-gawa Riv. 
On the Diatoms from Lak己K呂hoku-gataand Its Inflows 
149. Sznuet!a robus/a EJ!R. (Pl. XVI， Fig. 149) 
I司USTEDT，1930， Sussw巳 Fl.， 10 : p.437， f.850 
Valves 120μlong， 42μbroad and costae 2.5 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku←gata (plankton)， Unoke-gawa Riv. 
150. Surirelta robusta EHR. var. splendida (EHR.) V. HEURCK (PI. XVII， Fig. 150) 
l-IUSTEDT¥1930， Sussw. -Fl.， 10 : p目 437，f. 851-852. 
Valves 55-80μlong， 20-24 j.1 broad and costae 2-3 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and plankton)， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
151. Surirella olJalis BREB. var. baltica (SCHUM. em.) CLEVE (Pl. xvn， Figs. 152 a-b) 
CLEVE-EuLER， 1952， Diat. Schw. Finn.， 3 (3): p.121， f. 1565 k-m 
Valves 26-3，1μlong， 17-21μbroad. Striae 16-18 in 10 μand costae 4.5-5 in 10μ. 
Hab. Lake Kah 
152. ，Surirella ovata KUTZ. (Pl. XVII， 153 a-c) 
HUSTEDT， 1930， Si.ssw.-Fl.， 10 ; p.442， f. 863-864. 
Valves 16-24μlong， 10-13μbroad and costae 4-5 in 10 ，U. 
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Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud)， Asano-gawa Riv.， Kanakusare-gavva Riv.， 
Morimoto-gawa Rivけ Tsubata-gawaRiv.， N ose-gawa Riv. 
153. Surirella ovata KUTZ. var. SMITH) HUST. (Pl. XVII， Figs. 154 a-b) 
I-IusTEDT， 1930， Sussw. -FI.， 10: p. 442， f.865; CLEVE-EuLER， 1952， Diat. Schw. Finn.， 3 (3): p. 122， f. 
1566 g-h 
Valves 24-31μlong，9-12μbroad and costae 5-7 In 10 μ。
Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and mud)， Asano-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv.， 
N ose-gawa Riv. 
Additional species occurred in our collections in this study 
};ragilaria coηstrueηiS var. binoides， Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (mud) 
ふシnedraacus var. acu.s. Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore) 
ごちnederadelicαtissima var. delicγHab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore and plankton)， 
Morimoto-gawa Riv.， N ose-gawa Riv. 
Synedra delicatissima var. Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore) 
W 'Npfn'lJ amphicゆ加わ var. Hab. Lake Kakoku-gata (shore) 
.'lVYU;'ril'n rUTf，ψens var. rumlうcηs，日ab.Lake Kahoku-gata (shore) 
fミγ刀εdTaulna var. Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore) 
Eunotia curvata var. curvata， Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata 
EZlnotia tenella var. Hab. Kanakusare-gawa Riv. 
Cocconeis scutellum， Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (mud) 
Navicula cusρ.idata var. majoκ， Hab. Kanakusare-gawa Riv. 
Navicula Hab. Unoke-gawa Riγ. 
Navicula rhyncoceρhala var. rhyncocゆ Hab.Lake Kahoku-gata (mud)， Tsubata-gawa 
Riv勺 Unoke-gawaRiv。
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Pinnularia subcaPitata var.仰ucistrata，Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (plankton) 
Pinnular匂 borealisvar. borealis， Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (shore) 
Am1りhoreovaris var. affine， Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata 
Cymbella turgidula var. nipponica， Hab. Asano-gawa Riv.， Nose-gawa Riv. 
Nitzschia Lorenziana， Hab. Lake Kahoku-gata (mud)， Morimoto-gawa Riv. 
Cymato，ρleura solea， Hab. Morimoto-gawa Riv.， Tsubata-gawa Riv. 
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Fig. 1 Melosira varians 
2 a-b M. granulata 
3 M granulaia var. a幻~gustissi持2a
4 M. ambig叩
5 M. nyassensis 
S M. argus 
7 /;主点。lica
8 M. italica var. te幻uissima
9 Cycloたlastelligera 
10 C Meneghiniar，ω 
11 C stru宣伝
12 C glomerata 
13 Coscinodiscus lacustris 
lLi Diat01附 hiemalevar. mesodoη 
15 D. vulgareγar. grande 
16 治問dio抑 circulare'1m二constrictum
17 Opeρhora marlyi var. mariyz 
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Plate I 
Fig. 18 Ceratoneis arcus var. recta 
19 Fragilaria capuci向。 var.mesolψta 
20 a -e F. vaucheriae var. vaucheriae 
21 F. construens var. construens 
2 F. construe刀svar. vent.εァ
23 F. construens var. exigua 
24 F.ρ21τnata var ρinnata 
25 Asterionella foアmosavar. gracilli問。
26 a -b Synedra fasciculata var. truncata 
27 S. rumpens var. familiaris 
28 a-b S~ rumpens var. fragilarioides 
29 a-b S. pulchella var.ρulchella 
30 S. ulna var. ulna 
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H. KAMI]O and T. WATANABE PLATE I 
30 29 
25 
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Plate IH 
Fig. 31 Eunotia elegans var. elegans 
32 a -b Cocconeisρlaceηtula var. eugl:ゆ品目
33 Achnanthes liηωris var. liηeans 
34 A. affinis var. affinis 
35 A. cl正veivar. clevei 
36 A. lewisia仰 var.1仰 zszana
37 A. hauckia向。 var.rostrata 
38 a-c A. la刀ceolatavar. la刀ceolata
39 a-b A. la河ceolatavar. dubia 
40 A. tenψere t var. temjうerez
41 A. brevi]うesvar. 似たrmedia
42 a -b A. crenulate 
43 a -DMastogloia smithii var. lacust門5
125 
H. KAMIJO and T. WATANABE PLATE II 
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Plate IV 
Fig. 44 Frustulia vulgaris var. vulgaris 
45 G苧yrりszg:問。 spenceriivar. spencerii 
46 G. nodiferum var刀od約rum
47 G. wor間 leyivar. wormleyz 
48 Neidium iridis var. am戸higom戸hus
49 N. afi叫evar. anψhirhynchus 
50 N. hercynicum f. subrostratum 
127 
日.KAMIJO and T. WATANABE PLATE IV 
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Plate V 
Fig. 51 Di.戸lo円削戸'5eudovalぉ var戸seudovalis
52 D. oblongella var. oblongella 
53 a -b D. eliρtica var. eliptic.α 
54 D. ostracodarum var. ostracodarum 
55 Stauroneisρhoenicenteron f. gracilis 
56 a -b Navicula auriculata var. auricula収
57 N. czアcumte.対日 var.circumtexta ? 
58 N. scutiformis var. scutzjormis 
59 N. al.戸ha
129 
H. KAMIJO and T. WATANABE 
PLATE V 
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Plate VI 
Fig. 60 a-b Navicula mutica var. mutica 
61 a-m N. neσventricosa 
62 a-b N. protracta var. protracta 
63 a-b N. integra var. integra 
64 a-c N.ρupula var. pu.かda
65 N. pygrnaeformis 
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Fig. 66 Navicula salinarum var. salinarum 
67 N. cηtttocejう，halavar. veneta 
68 a -d N. viridula var. avenacea 
69 a -b N. viridula var. slesvicensis 
70 a-b N. cηφtocep加lavar. cηφtoc，ゅhala
71 a-b N. cηtttoce戸halavar. veneta 
72 a -b N. lanceolata var. lanceolata 
73 a-c N. heufleri var. heufleri 
74 N. anglica var. subsalsa 
H. KAMl]O and T. WATANABE 








Fig. 75 a-d 1¥Tavicula clementis var. genuina 
76 N. clementis var. acuta 
77 N. exigua var. exigua 
78 a-b N. axig仰 var.capitata 
79 a -b N. laterostrata 
80 a -b N. elginensis var. neglecta 
81 a-b N. bicψhala var. bicゆhala
82 N.ρergrina var. Jう'eregnna
83 a -cN. capitata var. capitata 
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Plate IX 
Fig. 84 a -b Navicula capitata var. hungarica 
85 a-b N. hungarica var. linea幻~s
86 a -b N citrus ? 
87 Calo円eisventricosa var. alpina 
88 C. ventricosa var. minuta 
89 a -b C. ventricosa var. truncatula 
90 a -b C. bacillum 
91 Pinnularia ajぅμndiculatavar. a仲ωdiculata
92 P. braunii var. am戸hice戸hala
93 a -b P. burkii var. burkii 
94 a-c P. microstauro河 var.mzcrostauron 
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Plate X 
Fig. 95 Pin月ulan'abiceps var. biceps 
96 a-b P. mesole戸臼 var.mesole;うta
97 P. vin'diδvar. viridis 
98 Am戸horaovalis 
99 A. veneta 
100 A. proteus 
101 乙:Ymbella戸μsila
102 仁附viculifoγmzs
103 C. turgida 
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Plate XI 
Fig. 104 a-d (ミmbellaventバヒosa
105 a-b C. graαlis 
106 C. gracilis var. Girodi 
107 a-b C. sinnata 
108 C. tumida 
109 Gom戸ho日emaacuminatum var. Brebissonii 
110 G. acuminatum v旦r.intermedium 
111 G. paγvulum 
112 a-c G.戸arvulumvar. subelliptica 
113 a-c G. angustatum 
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Plate XU 
Fig. 114 a-c Gom)うhonemaangustatum var ρroducta 
115 a-b G. gracile 
116 a-c G. coηstrictum var. caρitata 
117 a-b G. q則的'ipunctatumvar. Rω刷。
118 G. Vωtum var. eloηgata 
119 a-b G. lingulatum 
120 Eρithmia sorex 
121 a-b RhoJう'alodiagibberula 
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Plate XIII 
Fig. 122 Hantzschia amjぅhia砂S
123 H. amphio.砂svar. pusilla 
124 H. distincte-lうuncta品。
125 a-b H. marina var. obtusa ? 
126 晶 cillaria仰radoxa
127 Nitzschia tryblionella var. levidensis 
128 a-b N. tryblioηella var. debili.雪
129 N. apiculata 
130 N. commutata 
131 N. subrostrata 
132 N. linearis 
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Plate XIV 
Fig. 133 a-c Nitzschia amJうhibia
134 a-c N. frustulum var. peゆusilla
135 a-c N. frustulum var. subsalina 
136 a-d N. fonticola 
137 a-c N. palea 
138 N. Kutzingiana 
139 a-b N. sigma 
140 a-b N. Clausii 
141 a-b N.仰rvula
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136 
??? ????
? ? ? ? ? ?
?
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Plate XV 
Fig. 142 a-c Nitzschia obtusa var. scaかelliformis
143 a -c N. filzfo抑制S
144 N. ignorata 
145 N.μllucida 
146 a-b N. solgensis 
147 Surirella Jう'antocsekiz
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Plate XVI 
Fig. 148 Sun'rella biseη:ata 
149 S. robusta 
151 
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Plate xvn 
Fig. 150 Surirella robus的 var.SJりJωzdida
151 a-b S. 側 igusta
152 a -b S. ovalis var. baltica 
153 a-c S. ovata 
154 a -b S. ovata var.戸innata
153 
H. KAMIJO and T. WATANABE PLATE XVII 
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